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INTRODUCING: Sergio Roger
One of our favourite discoveries during Milan Design Week last year was textile artist Sergio Roger, whose playful 

fabric busts (above left), statues and ionic columns (with Sergio above right) were shown in the basement of Rossana 

Orlandi’s gallery. The Barcelona-based artist studied at Berlin’s College of Fine Arts, where he focused on sculpture 

and new media, and began to experiment with what he describes as ‘soft sculptures’. Inspired by the classical world, 

the pieces are crafted from remnants of antique linen, which he stitches, drapes and quilts to resemble the Greek 

and Roman stone originals. ‘I wanted to challenge our perception of permanence by using an unexpected material,’ 

explains Sergio, whose pieces were on display at Christie’s, SW1, for Classic Week last December. sergioroger.com

WALLS 

TO 

ORDER
Custhom, the south 

London-based design 

studio known for its 

impactful wallpapers, has 

launched Wallpaper by 

You, a new service that 

allows customers to create 

a bespoke design. There 

are myriad combinations, 

and customers receive  

an A� sample to approve 

before their wallpaper is 

hand-printed. Shown here 

is the ‘Accent’ design. From 

���� for a ��-metre roll. 

custhom.co.uk e

Pottery show

Head to The Fine Art 

Society in London and 

Edinburgh this month to 

see sculptural vessels by 

Waistel Cooper (����-

����). The exhibition 

will explore the role  

that the studio potter  

– a contemporary of 

Hans Coper and Lucie 

Rie – played in the 

evolution of the art form 

with more than �� of his 

pieces on show across the 

two galleries, including  

those pictured here, all 

available to buy. From 

January �� to February ��. 

thefineartsociety.com 
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